
SYSTEM REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION TO DEVELOP HUMAN

RESOURCE INFORMATION SYSTEM

Software Requirements Specification Human Resource Management .. When it is needed to add a new user to the
system, firstly, HR must create an . Admin and HR can display their personal information and all employees' information.

Date accuracy was ensured. It ensures clarity of work as well. Nevertheless, there exists a process of checking
a user at each step and determine his responsibility and authority. At the entering state of the system, each user
sees the same interface which asks a username and a password. If at all possible, project team leaders should
be dedicated to conversion full time. Since, our HRMS is going to be a generic program there can be an
addition to the role types and our system will perfectly welcome that kind of need. They considered the project
as an investment. The modules of the software are as follows. Collecting data At this stage required data to
enter in the software will be collected. In order to fulfill these requirements in a more efficient way they need
software called Human Resource Management System. Later on, these major functions and their sub-functions
are visualized with the use case diagrams. The outcome of this analysis will be different based on unique
requirements of every organization. Step 9. For example, estimating employee potential through hard-coded
rules like in an HRIS , such as attendance records, sales achieved, or certifications will be limited in terms of
accuracy. When it is needed to add a new user to the system, firstly, HR must create an employee account, by
the way at this step HRMS automatically gives an id to that user. For that kind of situation there may be need
to change the properties of each role type. Package contract negotiation After getting the final offer from the
vendors, the decision of work order will be finalized based on cost and quality actors. Despite many
challenges, the software was launched within six months since the work order was issued. The existing
processes can be clarified with them, if required. There have also been suggestions that HR analytics and
HRIS are contrasting approaches and need to be categorized separately. Also a user may also see the specific
information about a user or all users which can be named as report. Final Delivery Finally the software was
delivered but later than the project completion date. We determine each table and its responsibility in the
module. If we relate this to the HRIS implementation process, we get the following picture. Several paid
editions are available for commercial use, and offer additional functionality. Involvement of senior managers
is required to get the top management buy in on different issues. The fundamental difference between the two
is in the reporting and logic flow. Commitment of top management is required to remove the existing barriers
to success of HRIS. It then deploys weighting functions to prioritize parameters of HRIS product selection.
More analysis was possible within a short time. As a result, better co-ordination, leadership, communication
with top management and monitoring were possible. In other words all of us worked on both design and
documentation. In other words this document introduces the technical details of the HRMS. For that reason,
integration of analytics could an HRIS from an information and workflow management system to a cognitive
HR decision-making system, enabling semi-automated HR. Defining the requirements At this stage the scope
needs to be defined. The new created employee will have an id. If the test is okay then the final delivery is
given to the company. It was a business as well as a strategic decision for the company to take the new
software. More specifically, our HRMS HR Management System controls and manages the personal database
such that any user with different role types as manager, admin, employee, and human resource will be able to
manipulate their personal data.


